
Chem 442: Homework for lecture L28 
(only turn in BOLD assignment first lecture next week of classes; do all assignments) 

 
1. Problem 7.2 in the book. 
 
2. Turn in It’s time, just once, to actually calculate by hand one of those horrible matrix 

elements Gruebele mentions in lecture. After that, you’ll appreciate why IQmol is so 
nice to have! 
In class, we studied the energy of the helium 1s2 state. The real ground state 
wavefunction cannot be separated into a product over individual electrons. That’s 
only true if we drop the 1/r12  Coulomb repulsion term from the Hamiltonian. But we 
can use a product wavefunction as our approximate basis function |𝜑 : 

Consider the approximate He ground state |𝜓 = |𝜙! |𝜙!
!
!
|𝛼! |𝛽! − |𝛽! |𝛼! , 

where |𝜙!  is the 1s wavefunction for electron 1, |𝜙!  is the 1s wavefunction for 
electron 2.  

a. First show stepwise the missing steps that prove lines 2 and 3 of the equation given 
below: 

         𝐻!! = 𝜓 𝐻 𝜓                                                                          
= 2 𝜙! ℎ! 𝜙! + 𝜙!| 𝜙! 1 𝑟!" 𝜙! |𝜙!  

where  2 𝜙! ℎ! 𝜙! = − 𝜙! ∇! 𝜙! − 2 𝜙!
𝑍
𝑟!
𝜙!  

In the above formulas, to keep it less messy, we use atomic units (where ℏ=1, me=1, 
and e2/4πε0=1) for simplicity. 

b. If the 1s wavefunction of He is 𝜙!(𝑟!) = 𝐶 exp (−𝑍!""𝑟!) for electron #1, why is it 
good enough to use for ∇!  just the !

!!!
!
!!!
𝑟!!

!
!!!

 radial part? [Hint: does the 1s 

wavefunction depend on polar angles θ and ϕ?] 

c. Normalize the 1s wavefunction to obtain 𝐶 = 𝑍!""! /𝜋 and evaluate the integral for 

the kinetic energy term of H00. You should get − 𝜙! ∇! 𝜙! = 𝑍!""! . This is the first 
of the three terms in the He atom energy that Gruebele wrote down in lecture [Hint: 
When you integrate over spherical co-ordinates, you get a 

𝑟!𝑑𝑟!
! 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑑𝜃 𝑑𝜑!!

!
!
! = 4𝜋 𝑟!𝑑𝑟!

!  if the function in the integral is 
independent of polar angles.] 
 

This is arguably the longest and most tedious calculation in all the homework. If you get 
stuck, peek at the solutions. But don’t just copy them: there will be a matrix element 
calculation on the final exam, and this is the best practice for it!  



3. Gruebele claimed in class that just truncating (leaving out) high energy basis states 
from a Hamiltonian matrix when diagonalizing on the computer can give accurate 
results for the low energy eigenfunctions. Test this proposition by numerically 
diagonalizing the matrices  

 
1 1.5 1.5
1.5 2 1.5
1.5 1.5 100

  and  1 1.5
1.5 2              

 
Think of the first as the “full problem,” and the second as the truncated problem. Are 
the two lowest eigenvalues of the first matrix very different from the eigenvalues of 
the second matrix? Would this truncation be accurate to 1%? 
 

 
4. Calculate the two lowest eigenvalues of the matrix 

 
1 0.1 0 −0.1
0.1 3 0.2 0
0 0.2 7 1

−0.1 0 1 19

 

 
and compare it with the eigenvalues of 1 0.1

0.1 3 , to show that the Hylleraas – 
Undheim theorem holds for the truncated matrix in the upper left-hand corner. 

 
 


